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Abstract Burst assembly is one of the key factors
affecting the TCP performance in optical burst switching
(OBS) networks. When the TCP congestion window is small,
the fixed-delay burst assembler waits unnecessarily long,
which increases the end-to-end delay and thus decreases the
TCP goodput. On the other hand, when the TCP congestion
window becomes larger, the fixed-delay burst assembler may
unnecessarily generate a large number of small-sized bursts,
which increases the overhead and decreases the correlation
gain, resulting in a reduction in the TCP goodput. In this
paper, we propose adaptive burst assembly algorithms that
use the congestion window sizes of TCP flows. Using simulations, we show that the usage of the congestion window
size in the burst assembly algorithm significantly improves
the TCP goodput (by up to 38.4% on the average and by up
to 173.89% for individual flows) compared with the timerbased assembly, even when the timer-based assembler uses
the optimum assembly period. It is shown through simulations that even when estimated values of the congestion window size, that are obtained via passive measurements, are
used, TCP goodput improvements are still close to the results
obtained by using exact values of the congestion window.
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1 Introduction
Due to recent advances in optical transmission technologies,
there is a growing mismatch between extremely high optical transmission rates and relatively slower switching and
processing speeds of optical switches. Optical burst switching (OBS) [1–3] is a sub-wavelength transfer mode which is
between optical circuit switching and optical packet switching. OBS separates the data and control planes in the optical
and electrical domain, respectively, to eliminate the technological problems involved in processing the packet header. In
an OBS network, an ingress OBS node assembles data packets emanating from its clients into bursts. A variable-length
optical burst is composed of several packets, avoid small size
optical packets, so that the stringent requirements for transmission and synchronization in the optical domain can be
avoided. Once the optical burst is formed, a control packet
which includes the header information is sent, so that the OBS
switches along the path from the ingress node to the egress
node can be configured beforehand for the incoming burst.
Our focus in this paper is mainly on the burst assembly
algorithms for TCP traffic flows. When TCP flows over OBS
networks are considered, TCP performance is significantly
affected by the burst assembly algorithm. The burst assembly mechanism introduces a delay penalty in TCP throughput
since the round-trip times of the TCP flows are increased [4].
This is simply because the incoming packets to the ingress
node need to wait in the burstifier queue until the optical
burst is generated. On the other hand, the enlargement of
the transmission units from single packets to bursts and thus
increasing the number of TCP segments between consecutive loss events increase the TCP performance, which is the
so-called correlation gain [3–7].
In the literature, there are various burst assembly algorithms that can be classified into four categories: timer-based,
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burst length-based, mixed timer/burst length-based (hybrid)
and adaptive [5,8–16] burst assembly algorithms. The key
parameters in the burst assembly algorithm are the maximum
and minimum burst sizes and the assembly timer threshold
value [17].
The first three categories of burst assembly algorithms are
static algorithms that do not adjust themselves according to
the input traffic. The adaptive burst assembly algorithms use a
set of parameters that are dynamically updated. For instance,
the assembly timeout period can be updated based on the
average burst length, average delay, path loss or any application specific criterion. In this paper, we focus especially on
adaptive burst assembly algorithms since they outperform
the static assembly algorithms [5,8–16].
Adaptive burst assembly algorithms are classified into
two sub-categories: burst assembly algorithms for a general traffic model [8–12] and burst assembly algorithms for
a TCP traffic model [5,13–16]. Among the algorithms for
general traffic models, in [8], the burst sizes are adaptively
increased/decreased if the burstification queue has more/less
packets than the pre-set maximum/minimum queue size.
Therefore, pre-defined queue size parameters directly affect
the performance of the assembler. An adaptive algorithm
that adapts the burst sizes by changing the assembly periods
using the observations of the link loss probabilities is proposed in [9]. In this algorithm, the burst sizes can take values
from three different intervals that are determined by the predefined link loss rate threshold values. A similar algorithm
is reported in [10] where path loss probabilities that are calculated using active measurements in the network are used
instead of link loss rates. In [11], four adaptive assembly
algorithms are proposed. Among these algorithms, the best
performing algorithm uses traffic predictions to maximize
the average length of the bursts produced for a given average
burstification delay using a pre-defined lower bound on the
length of the bursts. Learning automata are used in [12] for
burst assembly with the help of active measurements in predefined discrete time intervals. The probabilities of choosing
one value from the assembly periods vector, which is finite
in size, are adjusted.
The second class of adaptive burst assembly assumes an
offered traffic based on TCP. In [5], the burst assembly periods
are updated according to the average burst length. The average burst lengths are calculated in a similar fashion to TCP’s
round-trip time calculation. Then, using the most recently
calculated average burst length, the new assembly period is
computed within a finite interval designated by pre-set variables. The adaptive assembly algorithm in [13] is based on the
average delay of the packets comprising a burst, where a running average delay estimator value is compared with the predefined average assembly delay. In [14], the burst assembly
period is selected among three pre-set values according to the
congestion window size of TCP. Zhou et al. [15] proposed an
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algorithm that improves the performance of TCP over OBS
networks by limiting the ratio of the number of ACK packets to the TCP segments in an optical burst to a pre-defined
fixed value. In [16], the state of the TCP is estimated with the
incoming traffic. Accordingly, the assembly period is updated
for the next assembly with the limitation of a maximum predefined variable. However, the state estimation is only for a
simple implementation of TCP without the fast recovery state.
Moreover, the simulations are performed on a simple network
and the algorithm improves the performance for only some of
the cases studied in the paper.
All of the adaptive algorithms proposed so far have at
least one pre-defined fixed parameter. Therefore, these algorithms need parameter adjustments based on the topology
that they are running. We propose a new adaptive assembly
algorithm which uses TCP’s congestion window as the main
criterion, which exterminates the adjustment requirements
on different network topologies. The proposed algorithm
is called congestion window (cwnd)-based burst assembly
algorithm (CWBA). In this algorithm, cwnd size of the TCP
flow is taken into account in determining when to form the
burst, where the assembled burst sizes are directly proportional to the cwnd size of TCP. In addition, CWBA does
not have any pre-set variables unlike the other adaptive burst
assembly algorithms as it only adapts to the congestion control algorithm of TCP flow. CWBA has the capability to work
on any network topology without the need of any adjustment
for optimality. The delay penalty introduced by the burst
assembly process is significantly reduced with CWBA since
the delay penalty due to burst assembly in CWBA is only
equal to cwnd packets’ transmission time without any extra
delay, which is not the case in the other assembly algorithms.
The performance of the CWBA algorithm is evaluated
through simulations performed in nOBS [18], which is an
ns2 [19] based simulation tool for OBS networks. Gurel et al.
[20] has shown that the fixed timer-based burst assembler performs as well as mixed timer/burst length-based burst assembler and better than burst length based assembler as far as TCP
goodput is concerned. Thus, in our simulations we used the
timer-based burst assembly algorithm as the reference point.
The simulation results show that the usage of CWBA algorithm is always beneficial and CWBA’s goodput performance
is better than the timer-based assembler by up to 38.4% on
average and by up to 173.89% for an individual flow even
when the fixed timer-based burstifier uses the optimum value
for the burstification timeout. It is also shown that CWBA
achieves the same goodput independent of the TCP version
when TCP Reno, New-Reno and SACK algorithms are used.
We also propose a hybrid version of the CWBA algorithm and the timer-based burst assembly algorithm, called
the mixed cwnd/timer-based burst assembly (MCWBA)
algorithm. MCWBA is more appropriate for delay
sensitive applications since it puts an upper bound on the
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delay introduced by the burst assembly process. It is shown
through simulations that MCWBA exhibits similar performance with CWBA in terms of total TCP goodput.
Another issue to be mentioned about CWBA and MCWBA
is the scalability of the algorithms. Both algorithms work on
the devices that are capable of per-flow aggregation, which
means that each TCP traffic flow has its own input buffer at
the burst assembler. Due to this configuration, CWBA and
MCWBA algorithms are not scalable to the OBS networks
carrying a very large number of TCP flows. Instead these
algorithms are more appropriate for applications with very
large TCP flows, e.g. grid application for e-science.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed algorithms. The results of the simulations
are given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Congestion window-based burst assembly for TCP
over OBS networks
When the traffic flowing into the OBS network is generated by TCP, fixed timer-based assembly algorithm is not the
optimum algorithm. If the cwnd of TCP is small, timer-based
algorithm may significantly increase the end-to-end delay for
the TCP flow. This is because the number of packets coming in the timeout interval of timer-based algorithm is too
few and the TCP packets in the burstifier queue waits unnecessarily long. On the other hand, if the cwnd size is large,
the timeout interval of timer-based algorithm expires before
all packets in the current congestion window arrives to the
burstifier queue. This results in the generation of more than
one bursts for a single window of TCP, which increases the
overhead in the network and decreases the correlation gain
of burst assembly since small-sized bursts are generated.

2.1 Congestion window-based burst assembly algorithm
To overcome the deficiencies of the timer-based assembly
algorithm for TCP traffic, we propose CWBA. In this assembler, a burst is generated whenever all the packets of a TCP
flow’s window reach the ingress node. For instance, if cwnd
of a TCP flow is equal to 4 packets, optical burst is generated at the instance of the arrival of the last (fourth) packet
of the TCP flow’s window to the burstification queue. In this
manner, the burst lengths are variable and equal to the size of
the congestion window plus the burst header. Moreover, the
delay penalty introduced by the assembly process is smaller
than the timer-based burst assembly process. This is due to
the fact that in CWBA, cwnd value increases faster than timerbased assembly for TCP traffic, especially in the slow start
(SS) phase. As a result, after a loss event cwnd of the TCP
flow increases much faster than timer-based assembler.
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The burst assembly procedure for CWBA is given below:
Packet Arrival Event
Assemble the packet to the corresponding burstification
queue
Update the burst length information
if (Number of packets in assembler ≥ cwnd) then
Send burst control packet (BCP) on a control channel
Schedule data burst to be sent on a data channel after
offset time
Reset the burst length
end if
Another benefit of the CWBA algorithm is that its performance is independent of the TCP flavor. In timer-based burst
assembly with TCP Reno, NewReno or SACK, when a burst
is lost, with a probability greater than zero the loss event
triggers the TCP to enter the fast recovery state. Thus, the
flavor of TCP plays a role in the performance of TCP traffic
in OBS network [21]. The differences between these three
TCP implementations come from the fast recovery mechanisms of TCP and their interactions with the burst assembly
mechanism in OBS networks. TCP SACK has the best performance in OBS networks with timer-based burst assembly.
TCP NewReno performs better than TCP Reno if the burst
sizes are relatively small and vice versa [21].
In the CWBA algorithm, when a burst is lost, the whole
window of TCP flow is lost. Thus with probability one, TCP
retransmission timeout event occurs and TCP never enters
the fast recovery state. As a result, the flavor of TCP does not
have an impact on the performance of TCP traffic in OBS
networks with CWBA.
CWBA algorithm requires that the last packet of each
TCP sender’s window is known to the burst assembler. To
implement this algorithm, one of the unused bits in the TCP
header can be used such that the last packet of the current
cwnd is marked. Whenever the CWBA assembler receives a
TCP packet with the corresponding bit set, a burst is generated. Otherwise, the assembler waits for the reception of the
incoming packets from the TCP sender’s window.
In addition, for each TCP flow injecting traffic into OBS
network, a new instance of the CWBA algorithm is needed.
This is because each flow’s traffic is aggregated into its own
assembly queue waiting for the generation instant of the
burst. Therefore, CWBA algorithm runs on per-flow aggregation schemes. Per-flow burstification achieves higher TCP
goodputs by eliminating synchronization between the congestion control algorithms of TCP flows that share a common
burstifier [20]. CWBA may not be suitable for ingress nodes
that handle a very large number of small TCP flows (mice)
since per-flow burstification requires high implementation
complexity when too many flows exist at an ingress node.
CWBA is more suitable when an ingress node carries a small
number of large TCP flows (elephants). Grid applications,
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FTP servers with high upload and/or download traffic in the
order of hundreds of Mbits/s are the potential applications
where CWBA can be applied.
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Reset the burst length
Stop the corresponding burstification queue timer

2.3 Congestion window estimation
2.2 Mixed congestion window/timer-based burst assembly
algorithm
In CWBA, burst sizes are variable as they are directly related
to cwnd size of the TCP sender. Although CWBA algorithm
significantly improves the goodput compared with the timerbased burst assembly, the burst loss probability increases as
the burst size gets larger when a void-filling burst scheduling
algorithm such as LAUC-VF is used [20]. In our case, when
the cwnd value of the TCP sender is large, the corresponding
burst sizes may become excessively large, that may increase
burst drop probabilities.
Furthermore, the burst size gets larger as cwnd gets higher,
which in turn increases the round-trip time for the TCP flow.
With CWBA, the variance in the round-trip time of the TCP
sender is larger than the case with the timer-based algorithm.
This condition has a negative impact on the TCP performance. A maximum assembly duration threshold can be used
by the burst assembler in order to mitigate these problems.
As a result, we propose to use a combination of timer-based
assembly and CWBA algorithms, which is called MCWBA
algorithm.
In the MCWBA algorithm, the bursts are generated whenever the assembly period expires or all packets in the congestion window are buffered in the ingress node, whichever
is earlier.
The burstificaiton procedure for MCWBA is given below:
Packet Arrival Event
if (Corresponding burstification queue timer is not running) then
Start the corresponding timer with the pre-defined timeout value
end if
Assemble the packet to the corresponding burstification
queue
Update the burst length information
if (Number of packets in assembler ≥ cwnd) then
Send BCP on a control channel
Schedule data burst to be sent on a data channel after
offset time
Reset the burst length
Stop the corresponding burstification queue timer
end if
Timeout Event
Send BCP on a control channel
Schedule data burst to be sent on a data channel after offset
time

Both CWBA and MCWBA algorithms make use of the cwnd
size of the TCP sender for burstification, which makes the
knowledge of the congestion window at the ingress nodes
indispensable for these algorithms. If these algorithms are
to be used without any modification in TCP, the estimate of
cwnd should be calculated and used at the ingress nodes of the
OBS networks. There are several congestion window estimation techniques in the literature [22–27], that can be categorized into two groups. In the first approach, an RTT estimate
(RTTest ) is found at the estimation point. Then the number of
packets that come during the RTTest gives the cwnd estimate
(cwnd est ). There are several techniques to calculate RTTest .
To find a proper RTTest value, some extra time is required.
The extra time delays the time instant that cwndest is available and therefore the first approach is not suitable for our
purposes. In the second approach, the state of TCP is replicated at the estimation point. To replicate the state, sequence
numbers and ACK sequence numbers are needed. Thus in
the second approach, TCP header must be accessible by the
algorithm that will estimate the cwnd values. It should be
noted that the second approach cannot be implemented if
secure TCP connections are used, e.g. SSL.
Among these cwnd estimation techniques, [27] is chosen
since the algorithm is clearly explained and the error rates are
relatively small. In this estimator, a replica of the state of the
TCP sender’s state is constructed in the measurement point in
the form of a finite state machine. In this manner, cwndest is
found. Moreover, at the measurement point the TCP flavor is
found among TCP Tahoe, Reno and NewReno. The estimate
is found from the Receiver-to-Sender ACK packets. In this
technique, underestimation and overestimation of cwnd is
possible similar to all the other cwnd estimation algorithms.
In the application of the algorithm, the authors report 5–15%
error in the cwnd estimates.
The version of CWBA which uses the estimated cwnd values is called estimated cwnd-based burst assembly algorithm
(ECWBA). The following algorithm is used for cwnd estimation of TCP Reno. It is possible to implement the cwnd
estimation algorithms for other versions of TCP, as well.
Initialize cwnd, ssthresh, state, awnd, dupACKnum
ACK Packet Arrival Event
if (Default state) then
if (New packet) then
if (cwnd < ssthresh) then
cwnd++
else
cwnd+=1/cwnd
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end if
else if (Duplicate ACK) then
dupACKnum++
if (dupACKnum ≥ 3) then
ssthresh=max( min(awnd,cwnd)/2,2)
cwnd=cwnd/2 + 3
state=FastRecovery
end if
end if
else if (FastRecovery state) then
if (New packet) then
cwnd=ssthresh
dupACKnum=0
state=Default
else if (Duplicate ACK) then
dupACKnum++
cwnd++
end if
end if
TCP Packet Arrival Event
if (Default state) then
if (RTO packet) then
ssthresh=max( min(awnd,cwnd)/2,2)
cwnd=1
end if
else if (FastRecovery state) then
if (RTO packet) then
ssthresh=max( min(awnd,cwnd)/2,2)
cwnd=1
dupACKnum=0
state=Default
end if
end if

3 Simulation results
We use nOBS, which is an ns2-based OBS network simulation tool [18], for the comparative evaluation of the proposed
adaptive assembly algorithms. In the simulations, JET reservation protocol is used in conjunction with Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling (LAUC-VF) as the
scheduling algorithm. We performed simulations using the
timer-based burst assembly algorithm, CWBA and MCWBA
algorithms. When timer-based or MCWBA algorithm is
used, all the ingress nodes use the same assembly timeout. In
order to see the impact of the flavor of TCP on performance,
TCP Reno, TCP NewReno and TCP SACK are used.
In the first part of the simulations, we assume that the exact
value of the TCP congestion window is known by the burst
assembler. We later relax this requirement by using the cwnd
estimation algorithm at the assembler that utilizes passive
measurements.
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Two different topologies are used in the simulations. We
first use a linear OBS network topology shown in Fig. 1.
OBS switches use only a single wavelength for data bursts
and there are no fiber delay lines. The maximum number of
packets that can be aggregated into a burst is set to 10,000.
Each ingress node of the OBS network has one burstification queue with a queue length of 100,000 packets. The FTP
server employs an infinite FTP flow, which sends TCP segments through OBS network to the FTP client. The maximum
segment size (MSS) of the TCP flow is set to 1040 bytes and
the receive windows are set to 10,000 MSS. We assume ACK
packets do not experience any drop or assembly delay and
packet size of ACKs are set to 40 bytes.
On the other hand, real-time communication server injects
exponentially distributed traffic into the network, which is
carried in UDP segments. On the average 1% of the time,
real-time communication server sends UDP packets with a
rate of 500 Mbps into the network. Therefore, the only reason
for burst losses in the OBS network is due to the contention
between the TCP carrying bursts and UDP carrying bursts.
Furthermore, the OBS ingress node connected to the realtime communication server uses timer-based burst assembly
algorithm with an assembly period of 4 ms. Optical links
have 1 Gbps bandwidth and 1 ms propagation delay. Electrical links have 500 Mbps bandwidth and 1 ms propagation
delay. Optical burst switches have 5 µs switching time and
200 µs per-hop processing delay.
We also use a second OBS network topology, which is
the mesh network shown in Fig. 2. In this topology, all the
variables are the same as in the first topology except that the
access links of the ingress (N9–N11) and egress (N12–N14)
nodes have 0.1 ms propagation delay whereas the optical
links between the OBS core nodes have 2.5 ms propagation delays. Each FTP server Si employs an FTP flow to
FTP client Di for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9. In this network, burst losses
occur because of the contention between nine optical burst
flows. We consider both the cases of static FTP flows, where
all flows are active throughout the simulations and dynamic
FTP flows where some flows are inactive in some parts of
the simulations.

3.1 CWBA with linear topology
As mentioned before, CWBA algorithm is independent of
the flavor of TCP and therefore it performs exactly the
same for TCP Reno, NewReno and SACK. TCP goodputs
achieved by the timer-based and CWBA algorithms for the
linear OBS network topology are compared in Fig. 3. As
the assembly timeout of the timer-based assembly algorithm
increases, TCP goodput first increases due to the correlation
gain and then decreases due to excessive assembly delay.
This behavior is observed for all three TCP versions tested.
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Fig. 1 Linear OBS network
topology

Fig. 2 Mesh OBS network
topology

On the other hand, CWBA algorithm achieves about 28%
improvement in TCP goodput compared with the throughput obtained when the timer-based burst assembly is used
with the optimum value of the timeout and TCP SACK.
The performance improvement percentages of CWBA algorithm with respect to the timer-based algorithm with optimum assembly periods for different TCP versions are given
in Table 1. Samples of congestion window evolutions are
plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 for CWBA and timer-based burst
assembly algorithms, respectively. The values of cwnd for
the timer-based assembly shown in Fig. 5 are obtained
using TCP Reno and the optimum assembly delay of 8 ms.
The cwnd increases approximately 50% faster with CWBA
compared with the timer-based assembly in the slow start

phase. In addition to this, the timer-based assembly algorithm
experiences fast retransmission and fast recovery states,
whereas with CWBA only timeout loss events occur. It is
also observed that in the congestion avoidance phase, both
algorithms have similar slopes for the linear increase of the
congestion window.
3.2 ECWBA with linear topology
The implementation of CWBA algorithm requires some
modifications at the TCP layer since some fields in the TCP
headers of incoming packets need to be marked accordingly.
In order to remove this limitation, we use an estimate of the
cwnd value at the burst assembler. To this end, we use the
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cwnd estimation algorithm described in Sect. 2.3, which creates a replica of the state of the TCP sender’s state at the
measurement point using passive measurements. The closest node to the TCP sender is chosen to execute this algorithm, which is the ingress node corresponding to the TCP
sender node. The simulations are repeated using ECWBA
at the burst assembler instead of making the exact value of
the cwnd available at the assembler. The simulations show
that there is about 1% reduction in the TCP goodput with
ECWBA compared to CWBA. This small degradation is
mainly due to the errors in the cwnd estimation.
Fig. 3 Performance of timer-based and CWBA algorithms for the linear OBS network topology

3.3 CWBA with mesh topology

Fig. 4 Congestion window evolution of CWBA algorithm

In addition to the linear OBS network topology, we also performed simulations with the mesh OBS network topology
shown in Fig. 2. The reported results are obtained by repeating each simulation three times. In this topology, there are
nine TCP flows destined to the TCP clients. The route used
by each TCP flow is also shown in Fig. 2. In order to eliminate the possibility of synchronization between TCP flows
when timer-based assembly is used, the assembly period is
added with a zero-mean normally distributed random variable with a standard deviation of 10% of the corresponding
average assembly period.
The average of total goodputs achieved by all TCP flows
for CWBA and timer-based assembly algorithms are depicted
in Fig. 6. In this scenario, CWBA algorithm achieves 22.36%
higher goodput than the timer-based algorithm on the average. The performance gain for each TCP flow, which is given
by the improvement of TCP goodput with CWBA algorithm
compared with the timer-based algorithm that uses the optimum assembly period (APopt = 26 ms) are shown in Table 2.
APopt values for the timer-based algorithm and the contribution of each flow to the total goodput for CWBA algorithm
are also reported in Table 2. It is observed that all TCP flows
increase their respective goodputs with CWBA algorithm.

Fig. 5 Congestion window evolution of timer-based assembly algorithm with an assembly delay of 8 ms for TCP Reno

Fig. 6 TCP performance of timer-based and CWBA algorithms in the
mesh OBS network topology

Table 1 Goodput improvement of CWBA algorithm for the linear OBS
network topology
Reference algorithm
(timer-based burst assembly)

Goodput improvement (%)

With TCP Reno

36.01

With TCP NewReno

38.40

With TCP SACK

28.09
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Table 2 Performance gain of CWBA to timer-based assembly algorithm with the optimum assembly period in the mesh OBS network
topology for each TCP flow
Goodput
improvement (%)

APopt (ms)

Contribution
(%)

Flow 1

12.02

26

21.05

Flow 2

17.87

18

6.98

Flow 3

21.62

36

10.99

Flow 4

11.43

20

5.48

Flow 5

34.30

32

13.77

Flow 6

13.23

10

7.91

Flow 7

15.63

16

6.62

Flow 8

6.67

50

9.68

Flow 9

19.22

30

17.52

Fig. 7 Burst loss probabilities for timer-based and CWBA algorithms
in the mesh OBS network topology

The burst loss probabilities and the average burst lengths
for the same scenario are given in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
The shapes of the curves for TCP goodput and burst loss
probabilities show a great resemblance. For the timer-based
assembler, as the assembly period increases average burst
length increases as well. Similarly, the burst loss probability
increases with the increasing assembly period as the offered
traffic to the network increases. However, as the assembly
period increases further, the loss probability decreases as the
offered load from TCP flows decreases due to increasing
assembly delay and decreasing contention between bursts.
Meanwhile, the burst loss probability for CWBA is higher
than the loss rate for the timer-based algorithm. As a conclusion, the simulation results show that the performance gain
of CWBA algorithm is mainly due to the reduction in the
assembly delay.
3.4 MCWBA with linear topology
MCWBA simulations are performed using the topology in
Fig. 1. Each simulation is repeated five times with different

Fig. 8 Average burst lengths for timer-based and CWBA algorithms
in the mesh OBS network topology

Fig. 9 TCP performance of CWBA and MCWBA algorithms (average
of 5 simulations) in the linear OBS network topology

random variable sets. At the end, the averages of these runs
for CWBA and MCWBA algorithms are plotted in Fig. 9. We
observe that MCWBA enhances the average per-flow goodput by 2.54% with respect to CWBA.
In order to demonstrate the effects of different assembly
algorithms on the performances of individual TCP flows,
TCP goodputs corresponding to two different TCP flows are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11, corresponding to an optimistic
and a pessimistic case, respectively. In the optimistic case,
the usage of timer in CWBA is almost always beneficial. On
the other hand, in the pessimistic case the usage of timer in
CWBA algorithm does not provide any advantage.
It is observed from the goodput plots in Figs. 9, 10 and
11 that after a certain value of the assembly period value,
MCWBA and CWBA behaves exactly the same. This is
explained as follows: Let the transmission time of the largest
burst be Ttrans , switching time of OBS switches be Tsw and the
per-hop processing delay be Thprc . When the assembly period
is larger than Tmax = Ttrans +Tsw +Thprc , MCWBA algorithm
converges to CWBA algorithm. In our simulations with the
linear topology, Tmax can be calculated as Tmax = 166.6 ms.
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Fig. 10 TCP performance of CWBA and MCWBA algorithms (optimistic case) in the linear OBS network topology

Fig. 11 TCP performance of CWBA and MCWBA algorithms (pessimistic case) in the linear OBS network topology

We conclude that with a proper choice of the assembly
period, MCWBA algorithm performs better than the existing assembly algorithms and it puts an upper bound on the
maximum delay experienced by a packet.
3.5 MCWBA with mesh topology
MCWBA and CWBA algorithms are compared also using
the mesh topology given in Fig. 2. The total goodputs
achieved by all TCP flows for both assembly algorithms are
depicted in Fig. 12. Although MCWBA algorithm guarantees a maximum assembly delay for the TCP flows, the total
goodput achieved by nine TCP flows is 0.49% worse with
MCWBA algorithm compared with CWBA algorithm. However, MCWBA performs better than CWBA for some of the
TCP flows. As an example, the goodput for the fourth TCP
flow is shown in Fig. 13. The performance improvement of
MCWBA obtained using the optimum values of the timer
value (APopt ) with respect to CWBA and the TCP goodput
contribution of each flow to total TCP goodput of all flows
for CWBA are reported in Table 3.
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Fig. 12 TCP performance of CWBA and MCWBA algorithms for the
mesh OBS network topology

Fig. 13 TCP performance of CWBA and MCWBA algorithms for the
4th TCP flow for the mesh OBS network topology
Table 3 Performance gain of MCWBA compared with CWBA for each
TCP flow in the mesh OBS network topology
Goodput
improvement (%)

APopt (ms)

Contribution
(%)
21.05

Flow 1

1.60

100

Flow 2

−4.03

75

6.98

Flow 3

1.47

75

10.99

Flow 4

7.91

28

5.48

Flow 5

−0.52

100

13.77

Flow 6

3.66

28

7.91

Flow 7

0.41

43

6.62

Flow 8

2.52

100

9.68

Flow 9

0.24

100

17.52

The burst loss probabilities of the fourth TCP flow and
average loss probability of all flows for the mesh topology
are depicted in Fig. 14. The loss probability for the fourth
flow is higher than the average loss probability. This shows
that since the loss probability of the fourth flow is higher,
its congestion window takes smaller values on the average
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the loss probability of CWBA algorithm in a monotonically
increasing fashion.
3.6 CWBA with mesh topology and dynamic flows

Fig. 14 Burst loss probabilities for CWBA and MCWBA algorithms
in the mesh OBS network topology

In the final set of the simulations, we used the mesh
OBS topology, where nine TCP flows are dynamically
switched on and off during the simulations. Flows 1, 5
and 8 are active for the first half of the simulation (t ∈
[0, 5000) seconds) whereas Flows 2, 4 and 9 are active for the
second half of the simulation (t ∈ [5000, 10000) seconds)
and Flows 3, 6 and 7 are active throughout the simulations.
Results are obtained by repeating each simulation three times
and then taking the average of these runs. The average total
goodput achieved by all TCP flows for both assembly algorithms at the end of the simulation are given in Fig. 16. In
this scenario, CWBA algorithm performs 30.5% better than
the timer-based algorithm with the optimum assembly period
(APopt = 28 ms) on the average. The performance gain for
individiual TCP flows are given in Table 4. APopt values for

Fig. 15 Average burst lengths for CWBA and MCWBA algorithms in
the mesh OBS network topology

than the other flows. Therefore, for the fourth flow small
assembly periods yield better performance. Thus for the
fourth TCP flow with MCWBA algorithm, smaller bursts,
which face a relatively low burst loss rate, are generated
than the case with CWBA algorithm. As a consequence,
MCWBA performs better than CWBA for the fourth flow.
In addition to the burst loss probabilities, the average
burst lengths of all TCP flows for the mesh topology are
shown in Fig. 15. For MCWBA algorithm, as the assembly period increases, the average burst length increases and
eventually converges to the average burst length of CWBA
algorithm. This explains why the burst loss probability of
the mixed algorithm converges to the loss probability of
CWBA algorithm as the assembly period increases. This also
shows that in MCWBA algorithm, the average burst length
never exceeds the average burst length of CWBA algorithm.
Therefore, after the loss events, the cwnd part of the mixed
algorithm prevents the average cwnd values of the flows to
decrease too much, which is not the case in the timer-based
algorithm. As a result, as the assembly period increases the
burst loss probability of MCWBA algorithm converges to

Fig. 16 TCP performance of timer-based and CWBA algorithms in
the mesh OBS network topology with dynamic flows (t ∈ [0, 10000) s)

Table 4 Performance gain of CWBA to timer-based assembly algorithm with the optimum assembly period in the mesh OBS network
topology for each dynamic TCP flow (t ∈ [0, 10000) s)
Goodput
improvement (%)

APopt (ms)

Contribution
(%)

Flow 1

−46.59

28

7.94

Flow 2

55.61

30

7.76

Flow 3

68.19

75

30.27

Flow 4

−10.85

20

3.20

Flow 5

−26.55

28

5.84

Flow 6

−99.39

10

0.06

Flow 7

83.20

20

16.92

Flow 8

108.76

75

12.40

Flow 9

75.60

32

15.61

123
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timer-based algorithm and the contribution of each flow on
the total goodput for CWBA algorithm are also reported. The
performance gain is much higher than the average especially
for TCP flows that individually contribute more than 10% of
the total goodput.
In the first half of the simulation, the average of the total
goodput achieved by all active TCP flows for both assembly
algorithms are given in Fig. 17. In this case, CWBA algorithm performs 16.99% better than the timer-based algorithm
with the optimum assembly period (APopt = 28 ms) on the
average. The performance gain for each TCP flow, APopt values for timer-based algorithm and the contribution of each
flow on the total goodput for CWBA algorithm are given in
Table 5 for the period [0, 5000) seconds. The performance
gain achieved by CWBA algorithm is 173.89% for Flow 7,
which contributes around 17% of the total goodput and travels through one of the longest routes in the topology.
The average total goodput achieved by all active TCP
flows with both assembly algorithms for the second half of

Fig. 17 TCP performance of timer-based and CWBA algorithms in
the mesh OBS network topology with dynamic flows (t ∈ [0, 5000) s)

Table 5 Performance gain of CWBA to timer-based assembly algorithm with the optimum assembly period in the mesh OBS network
topology for each dynamic TCP flow (t ∈ [0, 5000) s)
Goodput
improvement (%)

APopt (ms)

Contribution
(%)

Flow 1

−46.59

28

15.00

Flow 2

−

–

−

Flow 3

35.93

75

33.41

Flow 4

−

–

−

Flow 5

−26.55

28

11.03

Flow 6

−99.00

8

0.11

Flow 7

173.89

14

17.04

Flow 8

108.76

75

23.42

Flow 9

−

–

−
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Fig. 18 TCP performance of timer-based and CWBA algorithms in the
mesh OBS network topology with dynamic flows (t ∈ [5000, 10000) s)

Table 6 Performance gain of CWBA to timer-based assembly algorithm with the optimum assembly period in the mesh OBS network
topology for each dynamic TCP flow (t ∈ [5000, 10000) s)
Goodput
improvement (%)

APopt (ms)

Contribution

Flow 1

−

–

−

Flow 2

55.61

30

16.50

Flow 3

128.85

30

26.74

Flow 4

−10.85

20

6.81
−

Flow 5

−

–

Flow 6

−99.98

10

Flow 7

24.5

43

16.79

Flow 8

−

–

−

Flow 9

75.6

32

33.16

0.0015

the simulation are given in Fig. 18. In this case, CWBA algorithm performs 49.99% better than the timer-based algorithm
with the optimum assembly period (APopt = 28 ms) on the
average. The performance gain for each TCP flow, APopt
values for timer-based algorithm and also the contribution
of each flow on the total goodput for CWBA algorithm are
given in Table 6 for the period [5000, 10000) seconds. Again,
CWBA performs much better than the timer-based assembler
in terms of TCP goodput, especially for the flows that have
higher goodputs.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two new adaptive optical burst
assembly algorithms for TCP traffic in OBS networks:
CWBA and MCWBA algorithms. Both algorithms significantly improve the TCP goodput with respect to the
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timer-based burst assembly algorithms. The performance
gain achieved by CWBA with respect to timer-based burst
assembler goes up to approximately 175% in dynamic
network topology scenarios. MCWBA algorithm performs
better than CWBA algorithm on the average about 2%.
However, the robustness and the performance improvement
of MCWBA comes with the increased complexity.
Both of the proposed assembly algorithms need the knowledge of cwnd size of the TCP sender, which can be implemented by using one of the unused bits in the TCP header.
Alternatively by using cwnd estimation techniques, the algorithms can be implemented at the cost of increased complexity and a slight performance degradation, but without the
requirement of any modification in the TCP header.
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